Durham Jets vs. Sussex Sharks
Vitality Blast, Quarter-Final
Emirates Riverside, Chester-le-Street. Friday 24th August 2018.
Sussex Sharks secured their first Vitality Blast Finals Day appearance since 2012 by defeating
the Durham Jets in their quarter-final clash by five wickets at Emirates Riverside.
Fine bowling performances from Danny Briggs and Will Beer restricted the home side to 140
from their 20 overs, with Ben Stokes top scoring with 34 after the Jets opted to bat first.
Although Durham made early inroads, Laurie Evans and Delray Rawlins were outstanding, with
the former notching a composed half-century, to guide Sussex to a convincing victory.
The Jets made a blistering start to their innings with Stokes and Graham Clark at the crease.
Stokes led the assault, which included striking four boundaries off Jofra Archer's first over. Chris
Jordan used his nous to make the breakthrough, sending a slower ball down to dismiss Clark,
who was well caught by Rawlins
Sussex began to dry up the runs after Durham's early surge. Stokes paid the price for an
ambitious reverse sweep off Beer falling lbw for 34. The pressure of the Sharks' spin bowlers
paid dividends when Briggs trapped Tom Latham lbw for 16, while Paul Collingwood's advance
down the track resulted in him being clean bowled by Beer.
Briggs dropped Will Smith early in his third over, but when presented with a second opportunity
he made a fine grab to leave the home side 92-5. Ryan Davies ended the Jets' boundary
drought of 10 overs with a clip into the legside, but was then undone by a slower ball from
Archer after guiding Durham past the 100-run mark. Stuart Poynter made a late dart with an
innings of 28 to allow the Jets to post a total of 140.
In response Phil Salt clipped his first ball for four, but then a leading edge off Chris Rushworth
travelled straight to Stokes at mid-on. Luke Wright hit a couple of boundaries to attempt to
build momentum. Wood produced a steep bouncer to remove the Sharks captain, with Davies
taking the catch on the rope
Rawlins arrived at the crease and took the attack to the Durham bowlers, crunching three
boundaries to the fence. He continued to dominate the home side using his power put Sussex
well ahead of the rate. A crucial moment in the game came with the Sharks 66-2 when Rawlins
drilled a shot down the ground off Ben Whitehead, only to be dropped by Nathan Rimmington.
Evans played the anchor role allowing Rawlins to continue blast away. Wood ended their
partnership of 70 when he produced another sharp delivery before claiming the return catch to
remove Rawlins for 42. Evans upped the ante to push the Sharks towards the victory line,
reaching his fifty off 39 balls. Whitehead and Smith picked up late wickets, although Evans was
there to guide his side over the line with back-to-back boundaries.

Victorious skipper, Luke Wright had this to say about his team's passage to Finals Day: "We
dragged the game back with the spinners. We bowled all the big names with our seamers. I
think throughout the tournament Danny Briggs has been absolutely outstanding, he's been my
go-to-man. Will Beer getting those wickets dragged us back. I always felt that if we could get
back in the game, we could finish the innings well with our seamers. The decision was made for
me by Durham and the way they played. We tried to change up the pace and make them make
their decisions, luckily we got some wickets and dragged it back.
"Laurie Evans has been our rock throughout the whole competition. His numbers speak for
themselves. Just how calm he was tonight to keep backing it up again and again is tough. I
thought his innings was perfect. He showed all of his experience as well. We've got a little
superstar in Delray Rawlins. We've known how good he can be. He likes the TV cameras as
well, but some of the shots he played were breathtaking. We're really excited about him, I think
he has a very exciting future to come.
"It's great for us as a club to reach Finals Day. I have to give the coaching staff a lot of credit
as well. The environment they've set up has been outstanding. You go for the Finals Day, it will
be a great day out, anything can happen on the day, but you've got to be there to win it."

